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 As a result of digitalization, services become highly dependent on information systems thus 
increasing the criticality of security management. However, with system complexity and the 
involvement of more human resources, it becomes more arduous to monitor and track tasks 
and responsibilities. This creates a lack of visibility hindering decision making. To support 
operational monitoring, we propose a method composed of i) a core of security concepts 
from International Standard Organization (ISO) standards ii) a graphical modeling 
language iii) a guiding process and iv) a tool that provides verification through formal 
Object Constraint Language (OCL) queries. Applying this method to the case of the Capital 
One data breach showcases incident prevention through task supervision. The resulting 
work product is a formal comprehensive map of assets, actors, tasks and responsibilities. 
The SysML formalism allows different actors to extract information from the map using 
OCL queries. This allows for regular task and responsibility verification thus closing any 
window of attack possible.  
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1. Introduction  

With the advent of digitalization era, the widespread 
dependence on information systems (IS) rose as well. This new age 
was kick started by technological developments especially in IoT, 
Big Data and Cloud, paving the way for newer services and 
spreading IS use to more diverse fields (Industry-science research 
alliance). However, this dependence translated into an increase in 
criticality levels of assets and tasks. Fields such as health, energy, 
or e-Government, which were already dealing with critical 
information or physical assets, are facing greater challenges in 
security management. As a response, practices of security 
management had been thoroughly addressed by corporations, 
standardizing organizations and academia. The quest for security 
approaches and methods to apply systematically to specific 
situations fueled the creation of best practices, standards and 
maturity models. The popular ISO 27000 standard series stood out 
for the creation and management of Information Security 
Management Systems (ISMS) (ISO 27000). ISO provides baseline 
requirements in ISO 27001, best practices in ISO 27002, security 
risk management in ISO 27005 or even specialized 
recommendation for network security in ISO 27033. Additionally, 
a plethora of security maturity models were created between 2007 

and 2018 to support continuous improvement of security in diverse 
fields. However, our systematic review [1] of the literature showed 
that even if many standards and approaches are available, 
implementation remains problematic. The lack of implementation 
feedback further makes the study of a real case such as the Capital 
One Financial Corporation breach [2] more appealing to discuss. 
We postulate that this issue is due to two major aspects: system 
complexity and human behavior. 

Dealing with increased complexity created between interacting 
systems, we find it necessary to adhere to a high level of formalism 
to ensure rigor and precision to tackle one of the four dimensions 
of human factors in information security: responsibility [3]. Taking 
root in the system engineering paradigm, our solution is based on 
the standard system formalization language SysML. We propose a 
scalable formal representation of security responsibilities in 
accordance with complex system composition that supports 
traceability and management. This formalism provided by 
extended SysML profiles, enables the use of formal verification 
languages such as OCL to support supervision. We also provide a 
guiding procedure based on continuous improvement for iterative 
applications as well as a supporting tool. This method would 
provide security managers with proper knowledge to track 
fundamental causes, such as asset vulnerabilities, unaccomplished 
tasks and accountabilities. In our previous studies, we described 
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our generic framework dedicated to information security 
management, extracted security concepts for SysML profiles [4] 
as well their application in security requirement management [5]. 
In this paper, we examine the responsibility issue and illustrate it 
using a case study.  

We present and discuss the case of a data breach that occurred 
in Capital One in order to analyze the consequences of an informal 
specification of responsibilities and therefore prove the relevance 
of the problem we tackle. Next, we apply our method to the case 
to highlight its advantages. Through the Capital One case study we 
will address the following research questions: 

• RQ1: How did Capital One track the chain of responsibility 
for their data breach? 

• RQ2: How did Capital One security managers verify the 
implementation of security controls? 

• RQ3: How to model tasks and responsibilities in a multi-scale 
information system? 

• RQ4: How to formalize operational monitoring in a multi-
scale information system? 

In the following sections, we detail the context of our study 
highlighting the problem that our method aims to solve and how it 
fits within the existing body of work. Next, we present the 
components of our proposed method. Lastly, we present the 
Capital One Case followed by the application of our solution to 
highlight its applicability and its ability to prevent similar cases. 

2. Related Works & Problematic 

Information system complexity introduced heterogeneous 
components with a high connectivity level. In the complex system 
paradigm [6,7], systems can be decomposed into smaller 
autonomous collaborating sub-systems. This entails that security 
breaches and by consequence security management become 
pervasive. This means that measures taken to address security 
matters must be propagated to other collaborating systems. 
Similarly, this complexity makes responsibility harder to pinpoint 
and necessary tasks less apparent. On the other hand, the transition 
from theoretical and generic standard recommendations or 
requirements to practical application by human resources reveals a 
substantial gap. In 1996, including human behavior was 
considered as a novel conceptual stance within security 
management [8]. Since then, both academia and standardizing 
organizations have provided a plethora of references for security 
management that take human behavior as an important variable. 

On one hand, standardizing organizations such as NIST and 
ISO provide thorough and well recognized references like the 
NIST Cybersecurity Framework, ISO 27001 and ISO 21827. 
These standards have either stood the test of time or have been 
periodically updated. We consider these standards as an important 
body of knowledge and procedures for our studies. We position 
ourselves as an extension of these standards providing the method 
to guide implementation that is out of their scope. On the other 
hand, academia has also produced countless information security 
maturity models such as SOASMM for SOA architecture [9], 
MMISS-SME [10] for small and medium enterprises, CCSMM for 
American governmental entities [11] or ISMM-PCI [12] for the 
payment card industry. Through our systematic literature review 
[1], we became aware of the lack of implementation and validation 

results for academic security maturity models. We also perceived 
that the academic shift towards specialization is also related to the 
implementation issue, hence why our solution intervenes at the 
implementation phase.  

This implementation issue was due to the impact of human 
behavior on information security as asserted by both academia and 
standardizing organizations. According to research [13], human 
resources are considered the weakest link in securing information 
systems. In studying the impact of habits in following security 
policy [14], the authors highlight the effect of individual beliefs, 
thoughts, actions, attitudes, awareness, and training among others 
on policy compliance. ISO 27001 and 21827 standards also 
emphasize the importance of awareness building and skill 
development for all interested parties. In addition, as system 
complexity also entails more stakeholders, responsibilities become 
pervasive and contain multiple levels of accountability. In this 
context, the problem, firstly, is that actors have difficulties 
proficiently managing their responsibilities within their own scope 
of action. While the standard recommendations are clear, 
organizations have difficulties down-scaling them into actionable 
tasks and responsibilities [15]. Secondly, managers don’t have a 
multi-scale visibility over the system to insure monitoring adapted 
to scalability. In fact, we currently rely on individual manager 
capability for tracking tasks using natural language management 
tools and renowned methods such as responsibility assignment 
matrices [16].  

As the Design Science [17] method entails, the next step is the 
production of artifacts to put this knowledge to use. Our method 
aims to bridge this gap by addressing operational monitoring for 
security management with a scalable vision, focusing on human 
behavior. In their study of non-malicious security violations, the 
authors [18] clear up that while employees are goal centered, job 
performance is the end goal rather than security. Sharing this view, 
we perceive that providing managers with the adequate tool to 
operate is the way forward. Also, studies on the social impact on 
information security address the influence of external systems in 
their culture models [19] demonstrating the need for the multi-
scale visibility our solution provides. Finally, formalizing human 
involvement in applying security processes as well as supporting 
diversity of security approaches through genericity are essential. 
In order to achieve this, we rely on the prevalent system modeling 
language SysML. As a matter of fact, several studies use SysML 
as their basis for security risk assessment [20], secure system 
design [21] for model transformations [22]. We share the same 
system engineering vision for security management as these 
studies to address a different aspect of security that is operational 
management. Other modeling languages such as KAOS [23] offer 
the possibility for responsibility modeling but lacks the formalism 
necessary for supervision. Whereas, our solution enables a formal 
and complete representation of security related information. As a 
result, it will help test and verification using OCL, allowing for day 
to day monitoring, the cornerstone of Agile's [24] success in 
software engineering. 

3. The operational responsibility and task monitoring 
method 

As information systems' complexity blurs the lines of 
responsibility, we provide a generic method for responsibility, task 
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and vulnerability traceability. By definition, a method is composed 
of a set of concepts, a language, a procedure and a tool to support 
it all. In the following sub-sections, we will detail each component 
as well as their provenance. 

3.1. Core concept 

In order to populate our modeling language, we need to 
introduce information security concepts. We can rely on existing 
references such as standards or prominent security maturity 
models in order to extract these concepts. In fact, we analyzed and 
compared the main security concepts used in the security maturity 
models we found through our systematic literature review [1]. We 
have found that these models are highly connected to the ISO 
27001 and ISO 27002 standards [4]. Seeing that the ISO standards 
are aligned, we compared the security concepts used in ISO 21827 
to prominent academic and governmental security maturity 
models. We concluded that the ISO standards are comprehensive 
sources for information security concepts. The concepts that we 
put to use in this monitoring method are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1: Core of Information security concept list 

Concept 
Name 

Semantic Meaning Example 

System Smart building, 
Energy grid, 
Network 

Smart building, 
Energy grid, 
Network 

Asset Anything of value 
to the organization 

Software, Building, 
Server, 
Information, 
Process 

Human 
Resource 

An actor implicated 
with the system 

Client, Chief of 
security, System 
Owner 

Task A set of actions 
assigned to a 
human resource 
that must be 
executed 

Log data analysis, 
Configuration 
update 

Responsibility The obligation to 
oversee, take care 
of a specific asset 

Security 
responsibility, 
Maintenance 
responsibility, 
Access 
responsibility 

Vulnerability The state of 
exposure to the 
possibility of being 
attacked, damaged 
or tampered with 

ragility, Open port, 
Plain text storage, 
Weak password 

3.2. Language 

In order to provide a graphical modeling language tailored to 
our concepts, we chose to extend SysML, the standard system 
modeling language. It supports specification, analysis, modeling, 
verification and validation of complex systems. It is defined as an 
extension of the well-known UML language used in software 
engineering. Another upside for choosing UML is the Object 
Constraint Language (OCL). OCL is a formal textual language that 

allows constraint and object query expressions. It is a key point to 
the testing needed for monitoring. In addition, we can extend the 
SysML basic concepts by adding our security core concepts by the 
mean of profiles. This leads to define a new block diagram that 
includes security concepts. It allows us to define newer 
associations between these concepts for the necessary interactions. 
This ensures that we profit fully from the richness of the predefined 
SysML block diagram concepts. Our profile consists of the 
security concepts in Table 1 coupled with five new associations 
added to define new relationships between them. In Table 2 we 
specify the composition of our profile as well as the properties 
required for traceability. 

Table 2: Security Responsibility Profile Elements 

Concept 
Name 

Relationship Properties 

System Systems contain one or 
many Assets. Systems 
can interact with one 
another. 

Owner Purpose 

Interact 
With 

Association linking 
two systems 

Influence  
StartDate 
EndDate 

Asset Assets collaborate with 
one another. Assets 
Belong to one or many 
systems. 
Assets have one or 
many responsibles. 
Assets have one or 
many vulnerabilities. 

ID  
Description  
IsActive 
LastActiveDate 

Belong To Association between 
assets and systems 

Criticality 
level 

Collaborat
e With 

Association between 
assets 

Nature 
Description 
CollabDuration 
CollabStartDat
e 

Vulnerabili
ty 

A Vulnerability 
belongs to one or many 
assets 

Existence 
likelihood 
Description 
Recommendati
on 

Human 
Resource 

A human resource can 
be responsible for one 
or many assets. 
A human resource is a 
specialization of an 
asset. 
A human resource can 
execute one or many 
tasks. 

Organizational 
unit 

Responsibl
e for 

Association linking a 
human resource to one 
or many assets. 

RespDuration 
RespStart 
LastResp 
RespNature 
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Execute Association linking a 
task to a human 
resource. 

StartDate  
EndDate 

Task A task can be executed 
by a human resource. 
An influence from an 
external system can 
impact a task. 

ID  
Description 
IsExecuted  
Deadline 
Nature 
Criticality level 

3.3. Procedure 

The third part of our operational monitoring method is a 
procedure to guide step by step the usage of the modeling 
language. Drawing from the existing base of knowledge, 
continuous improvement is a central aspect of the ISO security 
standards. This translates into a cyclical security management 
procedure [5]. Using a PDCA cycle [25], operational monitoring 
would take place during the "Do" and "Check" phases. However, 
with the facilities enabled by the formal language, we can have a 
higher frequency of verification.  

This is reflected in more frequent cycles of verification and 
testing. In Figure 1, we zoom into the "Do" and "Check" phase of 
the overall security management in order to highlight the usage of 
our method in operational monitoring. 

First Step: The system definition resembles that of a general 
security management approach. It allows us to determine the scope 
of the system we plan to assess and aim to protect. This also 
clarifies the borders of the system properly defining the flow of 
interactions with other systems. The resulting work product is a 
mapped out system through a security block diagram. This 
diagram would present assets including their characteristics and 
collaborations, human resources involved and systems with which 
the system in question interacts.  

Second Step: The organizations must devise an action plan 
that aligns with their internal goals and security requirements. That 
action plan is then adapted depending on existing resources and 
human resources capabilities.  

 Third Step: The action plan is down-scaled into actionable 
assignments. These duties and responsibilities are then allocated to 
the different actors within the system bounds with specific 
deadlines. This is where, traditionally, managers would use classic 
management tools defining tasks using User Stories that can be 
translated into model elements: "As a *Responsibility* I must 
*Task* by *Deadline*". This information is used to complete the 
previously mentioned security diagram.  

Fourth Step: Human resources execute the tasks allocated to 
them. Task execution duration is task dependent and supervisions 
needs to be adapted accordingly.  

Fifth Step: Supervisors and managers can design OCL tests to 
monitor task execution or do bulk monitoring. These tests can 
immediately yield undone tasks, return human resource work load 
or other tasks where manual verification would be arduous.  

Sixth Step: These managers can determine, through multiple 
pre-designed tests, the current operational posture for their 
responsibilities within the system. The cycle then restarts, devising 
a new action plan based on previous results and future goals. 

 
Figure 1: Operational monitoring procedure steps 

3.4. Tool 

In order to produce a functioning graphic editor for our 
language to support our method, we set out to find an existing well 
renowned modeling tool to extend. In Table 3, we set out to find a 
free and open source modeling solution. 

Table 3: Renowned Modeling Tool Comparison 

Modeling Tool Author OpenSource Free 

Modelio Modelio Corp. Yes No 

Entreprise 
Architect 

Sparx Systems No No 

MagicDraw NoMagic No No 

Eclipse Papyrus Eclipse 
Foundation 

Yes Yes 

Eclipse Sirius Eclipse 
Foundation 

Yes Yes 

Both Sirius and Papyrus are adequate choices, the scale tipped 
in favor of Papyrus for the availability of support and 
documentation. After this selection, the profile for the security 
SysML extension is created in a separate project. It is meant to act 
as a new extension point to be added to the profile list. This gives 
us, through the option of palette configuration, the possibility to 
add the profile elements. We can also define their graphical syntax 
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i.e. new shapes if needed, we elected to leave the original block 
shape with their respective stereotype. The resulting palette is 
shown in Figure 2. As it is for tests through OCL, Eclipse Papyrus 
supports the addition and execution of any OCL queries written in 
all Papyrus projects. By right clicking within the project, Eclipse 
allows the addition of OCL files, their execution and validation 
through the drop-down menu in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 2: Security Responsibility Palette 

 
Figure 3: Dropdown Menu for OCL 

4. Capital One Breach Case Study 

In this section, we follow the operational responsibility and 
task monitoring method in analyzing the Capital One data breach. 
At first, we analyze the impact of Capital One’s monitoring 
practices. Secondly, we use the data breach as a case study to apply 
the steps of this method. Finally, we highlight the lessons learned 
from this case study. 

4.1. Methodological Consideration 

Because of the rarity of details concerning information security 
management, analyzing the detailed study [2] would yield 
interesting insights. Their study aligns with our vision since their 
initial hypothesis: Renowned standards do not provide enough 
guidance for organizations for implementation nor incident 
management. Also, organizations aren’t capable of implementing 
and maintaining security controls. One of the recommendations 
made was to find a way to manage the time frame between control 
implementation, evaluation and audit. This is precisely where our 
study intervenes analyzing task and responsibility operational 

monitoring. As per the typology provided in [26] and [27], our 
units of analysis in this “Descriptive Case Study” are the tasks or 
responsibilities of a single human resource. Our conceptual 
framework is that of our proposed solution, detailed in section 3. 
1., as we will be studying the different human resources and assets 
intervening in Capital One’s systems as well as the different 
responsibilities and tasks. We will address them through the 
research questions previously presented in the introduction:  

• RQ1: How did Capital One track the chain of responsibility in 
their data breach? 

• RQ2: How did Capital One security managers verify the 
implementation of security controls? 

• RQ3: How to model tasks and responsibilities in a multi-scale 
information system? 

• RQ4: How to formalize operational monitoring in a multi-
scale information system? 

4.2. Procedure 

Capital One is ranked eighth largest bank overall with a 
revenue of around 28 billion dollars in 2018. Technology 
implementation and consistent progress are considered driving 
ideologies within Capital One. As it is the case in banking, they 
abide by several security standards such as the New York Stock 
Exchange corporate governance rules, as well as being one of the 
participants in supplementing the NIST security standards. Capital 
One are considered pioneers in migrating their data centers to a 
cloud environment, environment from which the breach stemmed 
later. In spite of all their efforts, a breach disclosing the personal 
data of around 106 million individuals was discovered in July the 
19th, 2019. According to the investigations that followed, an 
employee for the cloud storage service provider Amazon Web 
Service (AWS) created a scanning tool that allowed the culprit to 
recognize servers with firewall misconfigurations allowing access 
to buckets of data. This permitted the later execution of a set of 
scripts to retrieve access credentials then copy the now available 
data. 

4.3. Analysis 

Following the steps of our procedure described in section 3.3, 
we address primarily the failure in the implementation of technical 
security controls from Capital One's side. In the First step, we 
describe the contents of the Capital One Security Management 
System. They have invested in hiring a renowned Chief 
Information Security Officer (CISO), talented security engineers 
as well as on other security related investments for tool 
development.  

Secondly, the bank's action plan allegedly revolves around 
implementing information security standards such as the NYSE 
requirement or NIST security controls. This meant that the CISO 
had the duty of choosing the security controls he deems adequate 
to protect his system. He then had to specify the time and resources 
allocated for each security control as well as defining the 
evaluation and audit periodicity.  This is also when he’s supposed 
to decide the means by which the controls are to be satisfied. First 
of all, a Web Application Firewall (WAF) needs to be 
implemented and configured to block any entry from malicious 
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proxy servers or from TOR exit nodes. Secondly, set up proper 
periodic vulnerability scans for the WAF. Lastly, revoke 
administrative account access credentials in case of internal 
changes. In the third step, the CISO should assign these duties to 
the security engineer and the security manager. In the case as we 
understand it, there was time window in which the attack occurred 
and that is between task execution in step four and the monitoring 
test that would have identified the failed NIST controls in step five.  

Research Question 1: In an article by The Wall Street Journal, 
Capital One attributes the problem to an error in its own 
infrastructure. However, in a second article in the same journal, 
interviewing Capital One employees reported that multiple issues 
are at the root of this breach. Prior to the incident, there have been 
complaints that employees have raised concerns that they required 
more software to spot breaches. This delay is caused by the 
difference in skillset between IT professionals and governance 
professionals. As systems become more interconnected, all 
involved parties must acquire multidisciplinary skills so that 
governance professionals understand the necessary requirements 
in terms of technology to be able to provide them within a smaller 
timeframe. This could also be linked to failures to stay within 
budget lines despite hefty investments. This shows that Capital 
One failed to trace back the source of their infrastructural issues 
that is managerial and financial at its core.   

Research Question 2: A second issue voiced by employees 
was low morale due to an increase in number of employee 
terminations. This is also due to budget issues that later became 
detrimental to routine security control implementation. Employees 
also reported an internal practice giving liberties to programmers 
the freedom to code in whatever language they choose if it would 
help complicate breaking into their systems in turn complicating 
pen-testing. These two incidents reflect that Capital One also 
lacked visibility as well as control over the tasks executed inside 
its scope. The Capital One security managers knew the necessary 
security controls to implement, however, they lacked regular 
verification of their implementation. This is what created the 
timeframe the culprit needed to execute his attack. 

4.4. Lessons Learned 

In the previous subsection, we clarified that Capital One had 
issues regarding task and responsibility tracking. Now, we will 
address these issues through discussing the second set of research 
questions.  

Research Question 3: In our previous analysis, the first issue 
was the lack of multi-scale visibility coupled with lack of 
understanding between engineers in the security management 
system and their higher-ups in top management. This an aspect that 
our solution addresses via a complex system vision, where 
multiple systems interact with one another and therefore 
influencing one another. Using our method, in the first step, we can 
model Capital One as two systems “Governance System” and 
“Security Management System” each containing their respective 
human resources. As is shown in Figure 4, we can model the 
budget that the first system provides to the next or how the 
financial issues can influence security management. In this case, 
any employee dismissed must be removed from the model. 
Carrying on, we add to each human resource their set of tasks to 
which we assign deadlines and the attribute Isexecuted to be set to 

"True" when it's done. Figure 5 shows the different security tasks 
and their responsible. Each task is the implementation of a 
necessary NIST security control [2]. In the case of the layoffs and 
human resource removal, the tasks would remain and it would be 
apparent that they need to be reassigned in order to maintain 
security controls. Verification for human resource task load and 
tasks with no responsible association can be done through OCL 
tests. In addition, each human resource can find her own tasks by 
executing a script. This script would return all tasks that are 
assigned to the human resource with a responsible association. 

 
Figure 4: System Influence Diagram 

Research Question 4: Following task modeling and 
responsibility assignment, it is the managers’ duties to design tests 
for task supervision. This would normally be achieved by 
individually verifying each task accomplishment manually. 
Through the formal modeling of each task and responsibility, we 
now have the possibility of designing tests where we can list all 
tasks that have the attribute IsExecuted set to “False” and compare 
the current date to the deadlines. This would also link us 
immediately to the person responsible for this task execution. 
Since the day to day supervision tests don’t have to be re-written, 
this makes monitoring less time consuming and therefore more 
efficient opening the possibility for day to day supervision. In the 
case of Capital One, this would have resulted in the revocation of 
the culprit’s access credentials earlier as well as reassigning other 
employee’s tasks in time. In turn, this would have closed any 
timeframe required to conduct the attack. 

 
Figure 5: Operational Traceability diagram for Capital One Case 
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5. Conclusion 

This paper presents a method for operational security 
monitoring applied to a security breach case. It aims to bridge the 
gap identified between security control identification and 
implementation. We have presented the components of our method 
that provide a much-needed formalism in security management. 
We have built this method using prominent modeling and security 
management standards in the base of knowledge. We have chosen 
to extend the SysML modeling standard with security monitoring 
concepts. This allows the creation of specialized block diagrams 
that model the actors and assets within a system as well as the tasks 
and responsibilities. The resulting diagram is a map capable of 
capturing complex system composition and interaction. 
Furthermore, this formalism provides the ability to use OCL for 
proper monitoring and supervision even for complex systems. In 
fact, the information depicted is of different use to different actors. 
OCL queries allow managers to regularly verify task execution and 
manage task loads. They also allow security engineers to see which 
new tasks were assigned to them or whether undone tasks still 
remain. Moreover, we have highlighted through our procedure the 
issues usually faced during the “Do” and “Check” phases of the 
Deming wheel. This allowed us to showcase the importance and 
applicability of our method for security management onto a high 
profile case. The described case study provided a high level of 
detail that allowed us to properly study the applicability and utility 
of our proposed method. Our method does not circumvent the 
complexity of the systems studied, it retains all the necessary 
information for operational monitoring. It aims to provide the tools 
that different actors need to carry out their roles in security 
management.   

For future studies, we intend to include this study within a 
bigger whole designed for security management to reach “security 
by design”. We also plan to further improve the modeling tool 
facilitating tests and creating a plugin to be featured in Eclipse 
Marketplace for public usage. 
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